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ABSTRACT  Cultured  sensory  neurons  from  nodose  ganglia  were  investigated 
with whole.cell patch.clamp techniques  and single-channel recordings to charac- 
terize the A  current.  Membrane depolarization from  -40  mV holding potential 
activated the delayed rectifier current (IK) at potentials positive to  -30  mV; this 
current had a  sigmoidal time course and showed little or no inactivation. In most 
neurons, the A  current was completely inactivated at the -40  mV holding poten- 
tial and required hyperpolarization to remove the inactivation; the A  current was 
isolated by subtracting the IK evoked by depolarizations from  -40  mV from the 
total outward current evoked by depolarizations from  -90  mV. The decay of the 
A current on several neurons had complex kinetics and was fit by the sum of three 
exponentials whose time constants were 10-40 ms, 100-350 ms, and 1-3 s. At the 
single-channel level we found that one class of channel underlies the A  current. 
The conductance of A  channels varied with the square root of the external K 
concentration: it was 22 pS when exposed to 5.4 mM K externally, and increased 
to 40 pS when exposed to 140 mM K externally. A channels activated rapidly upon 
depolarization and the latency to first opening decreased with depolarization. The 
open  time distributions followed a  single exponential and  the  mean  open  time 
increased  with  depolarization.  A  channels  inactivate  in  three  different  modes: 
some A  channels inactivated with little reopening and gave rise to ensemble aver- 
ages that decayed in 10-40 ms; other A channels opened and closed three to four 
times before inactivating and gave rise to ensemble averages that decayed in 100- 
350  ms;  still  other  A  channels  opened  and  closed  several  hundred  times  and 
required seconds to inactivate. Channels gating in all three modes contributed to 
the macroscopic A current from the whole cell, but their relative contribution dif- 
fered among neurons.  In addition, A  channels could go directly from the closed, 
or resting, state to the inactivated state without opening, and the probability for 
channels inactivating in this way was greater at less depolarized voltages. In addi- 
tion, a  few A  channels appeared to go reversibly from a  mode where inactivation 
occurred rapidly to a  slow mode of inactivation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fast transient K currents, or A currents, activate rapidly upon membrane depolari- 
zation, then inactivate and require membrane hyperpolarization to remove this inac- 
tivation.  A  currents  were  first  identified  on  molluscan  neurons  (Hagiwara et  al., 
1961; Connor and Stevens,  1971; Neher,  1971) and are thought to regulate action 
potential firing frequencies, action potential repolarization, and in some neurons, to 
modulate  excitatory  synaptic  potentials.  Recently,  similar  currents  have  been 
recorded in a variety of cell types, including mammalian neurons. In some prepara- 
tions it has been difficult to isolate A  currents entirely from other voltage-depen- 
dent potassium currents in the membrane and, consequently, A  currents could be 
studied only over a limited voltate range. In this paper, we have taken the additional 
approach of isolating the A  current at  the  single-channel level  to characterize  its 
voltage- and time-dependent properties.  To date,  only a  few studies  exist on tran- 
sient,  or  nonstationary,  voltage-activated  K  currents  (Cooper  and  Shrier,  1985; 
Marty and  Neher,  1985;  Kasai et  al.,  1986; Solc et al.,  1987;  Hoshi and Aldrich, 
1988a). Approaches for investigating nonstationary channels have been reviewed by 
Aldrich and Yellen (1983). 
Studies of A currents indicate that the volatge range for activation and inactiva- 
tion are  fairly consistent among neurons  (i.e.,  Connor and Stevens,  1971;  Neher, 
1971; Gustafsson et al.,  1982; Segal and Barker,  1984; Belluzi et al.,  1985;  Zbicz 
and Weight, 1985), however, there are large variations in the reported kinetics of A 
current inactivation, even for neurons of the same type and from the same species. 
For example, Kostyuk et al.  (1981) reported that A currents on rat dorsal root gan- 
glion  (DRG) neurons inactivate with a  single exponential  time  course whose time 
constant was voltage dependent and measured 150 ms at -20 mV and decreased to 
~90  ms  at  potentials  >0  mV.  In contrast  Mayer and  Sugiyama (1988),  who also 
studied  rat DRG neurons, reported kinetics for A  currents  that are more compli- 
cated and have at least three components: a fast component whose time constant is 
in  the range of 5-8 ms, a  slow component whose time constant is in the range of 
40-50 ms, and a much slower component that was not measured but appears from 
their records to be in the order of seconds. The reasons for the complex kinetics of 
the A current is unclear, but simialr variablitity has been reported for other types of 
neurons,  for example,  guinea pig hippocampal pyramidal neurons (compare Gus- 
tafsson et al.,  1982; Zbicz and Weight,  1985; and Numann et al.,  1987). 
To learn more about the inactivation of A currents, we have studied the A current 
on cultured sensory neurons isolated from nodose ganglia of rats. In this paper, we 
show  that  the  complex inactivation  of the  A  current  is  a  result  of the  individual 
channels inactivating in different modes. 
METHODS 
Cell Culture 
Nodose neurons were dissected from newborn rats (C.D. strain, Charles River, Canada) killed 
by cervical dislocation. The ganglia were dissociated with enzyme-containing  media (Dispase, 
grade 1,  1 mg/ml; Boehringer Mannheim  Inc., Indianapolis,  IN), and the neurons were cul- 
tured at 37~  in a 5% CO~ environment according to methods described  previously (Cooper, COOPER AND SHRIER  A Currents on Nodose Neurons  883 
1984).  The culture media consisted of L-15 (Flow Laboratories, Inc., Rockville,  MD) supple- 
mented with vitamins and cofactors, rat serum (5%), and 7S nerve growth factor purified by 
us from male mouse submaxillary #ands (Bocchini and Angeletti, 1969) and the neurons 
were grown on Aclar (Allied Chemical Corp., Waltham, MA) coverslips coated with rat tail 
collagen. 
Recordings 
Whole-cell and single-channel patch-clamp techniques (Hamill et al., 1981) were used to re- 
cord currents from over 150 neurons that had developed for 10-35 d in culture. All experi- 
ments were done at room temperature (21-24~  with either a List EPC-7 or a home built 
voltage-clamp circuit, as described by Hamill et al. (1981), that had a fixed 500-M[~ feedback 
resistor for whole-cell recording and a  10-Gf~ feedback resistor for single-channel recording. 
The pipette resistances were 2-6 M[I and the current signal was balanced to zero with the 
pipette immersed in the bathing solution. The seal resistances were 5-100 Gft.  The series 
resistances were  usually compensated by the  method of Sigworth  (1983)  when recording 
whole-cell currents and had values of ~6-10 Mfl. 
Whole-Cell Currents 
For whole-cell recording, the currents were stable and permitted subtraction techniques for 
obtaining  the A current. To isolate the A current, steps from -40 mV holding potential were, 
subtracted from steps to the same depolarized potentials from  -90 mV holding potential, 
and then a step from -40 to -90 mV was added to the result. (The depolarizing series from 
-40 and -90 mV were done within 3 min of each other and we never saw "run down" or 
other changes in the evoked currents over this time period). The leakage and capacitance 
currents were usually linear and for IK these currents were corrected for digitally by subtract- 
ing the current response to a  hyperpolarizing voltage step  from an equivalent amplitude 
depolarizing step. Some nodose neurons have tetrodotoxin-resistant sodium currents (Bacca- 
glini and Cooper,  1982; Bossu and Feltz,  1984; Ikeda and Schofield, 1987), however, only 
neurons with greatly reduced or completely blocked inward currents were included in this 
study. Furthermore, as this study deals only with nonregenerative outward currents of rela- 
tively small amplitudes (<3 nA), the contribution of outward current from distal unclamped 
regions is low and does not significantly affect our results; any neuron in which there was a 
suggestion of poor clamping, such as notches, oscillations, or delayed all-or-none inward cur- 
rents, was excluded. 
Single-Channel Currents 
For single-channel measurements, all recordings were made in cell-attached configurations. 
Patch potentials are expressed as membrane potentials by subtracting the pipette potential 
from -60 inV. (The mean value of the resting potential for nodose neurons in culture was 
-59.7 + 5.3 SD [n = 29] determined with patch electrodes.) All records, except where indi- 
cated, were corrected for capacity transients and leakage currents by subtracting an average 
of steps to the same potential in which no chalmel openings occurred; usually at least  16 
records were needed to make a good template for subtraction. 
Data Recording and Analysis 
During experiments, membrane current and voltage were filtered at 10 kHz and digitized at 
44 kHz by a pulse code modulation unit (PCM; Sony Corp., Japan) and recorded on a Beta 
casette recorder (Sony SL 9100 or H900). During off-line analysis membrane currents were 
filtered at 0.1-2 kHz through an 8-pole Bessel filter, digitized at 0.2-10 kHz by a 12-bit A/D 884  THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME 94 ￿9 1989 
converter controlled by a  PDP  11/23  or  11/73  (Digital Equipment Corp.,  Marlboro,  MA) 
and written into data  files.  Measurements and curve fitting were carried out on  the  DEC 
computers. A least-squares method was used for exponential fitting to the data (Hunter and 
Kearney, 1984) and both experimental and theoretical curves were simultaneously displayed. 
The overall goodness of fit was given by the variance accounted for, and  the AIC criteria 
(Akaike,  1974) was used to determine which exponential fit was the most appropriate model 
of the data. Tail current records were fit after the decay of the capacity current and extrapo- 
lated back to the time the voltate step was made. 
In this paper, a computer routine that fits single channels with idealized square pulses was 
used for single-channel measurements of current amplitudes, open times, and closed times. 
This routine was not accurate when two or more channels were open simultaneously, and in 
these cases the idealized square pulse was adjusted by eye with cursors. When the opening of 
two channels  overlapped, we assumed  that  the channel  that  opened first closed first 50% 
of the time (Aldrich et al.,  1983); in the rare occurrence that three or more openings over- 
lapped no attempt was made to measure open times. All values were stored on file for later 
use. Depolarizing steps were usually made sufficiently long so that it was rare for events to be 
open at the end of the step; <5% of the events were in this category. Because the number of 
these  events was small and because  each of these events had  different latencies measured 
from the beginning of the step, which suggests that their contribution to the open-time histo- 
gram would be approximately evenly distributed (i.e.,  not weighted to a  particular bin),  no 
correction was made to account for them. 
Nonparametric  statistics  of the  Kolmogorov-Smirnov type were  used  to  compare histo- 
grams (Conover, 1980). 
Solutions 
The normal extracellular media contained 140 mM NaCI, 5.4 mM KCI,  1.8  mM CaCI2, 0.18 
mM MgCI2, 10 mM HEPES (British Drug House) (pH adjusted with NaOH), 5.6 mM glucose, 
and  0.07  mM  choline chloride. The  pH  was  7.3-7.4.  Tetrodotoxin  (Calbiochem Behring 
Corp., LaJolla, CA) (1 tzM) was added to the media to block the Na current. Cobalt (1-3 mM) 
or cadmium (0.5-1.0 mM) was added to block Ca currents: in some experiments CaC12 levels 
were also reduced 0.4 raM.  For whole-cell recording, the patch electrode contained 10 mM 
NaC1, 140 mM KCI, 10 mM HEPES (pH adjusted with KOH), 5 mM glucose, 0.5 mM MgC12, 
1-2  mM  EGTA, and  0.2  mM CaCI~ to give a  final  [Ca]  of ~10 -7  M; pH was  7.3-7.4.  For 
single-channel measurements, the media in the recording pipette was the same as the extra- 
cellular media in most experiments, but in other experiments it contained either 30,  60, or 
140 mM KC1, which was achieved by decreasing NaCl by the equivalent amount. In still other 
experiments, [Ca]  was lowered to ~10 -7 M. 
RESULTS 
Whole-CeU Currents 
When  cultured nodose neurons  are exposed to pharmacological agents  that block 
inward  Na  and  Ca  currents,  membrane  depolarizations  from  -40  mV  holding 
potential (Vh) evoke only outward currents. A  typical example is shown in Fig.  1 A. 
This  current  activates  at  potentials  more  positive  than  -20  rnV  with  a  sigmoidal 
time course and shows little inactivation, at least up to  + 50 inV. Upon returning to 
the holding potential, the current deactivates and relaxes exponentially to zero (the 
tail current).  Currents like those shown in Fig.  1 A were seen in all nodose neurons 
examined and because  they have several characteristics  that  are  similar to delayed COOPER  AND SHRIER  A  Currents on Nodose Neurons  885 
rectifier currents, or IK, in other cells, we refer to this current as the delayed recti- 
fier. 
In neurons where the only time-dependent outward current found was IK, hold- 
ing at voltages more hyperpolarized than  -40  mV did not modify the amplitude or 
time course of the IK evoked during depolarizing voltages (see Fig. 3 D);  this indi- 
cates that steady holding at -40  mV does not cause any inactivation of IK. Further- 
more,  this  delayed rectifier does  not  even  inactivate  during  long  8-10-s  voltage 
steps (see Fig. 4). 
In 24  out of 38  neurons,  depolarizing voltage steps activated an additional out- 
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FIGURE 1.  Isolation of the A 
current.  A  shows  the  IK acti- 
vated  by  depolarizing  steps 
from  -40  mV  to  potentials 
between  -20  and  + 20 inV. B 
shows  the  total  time-depen- 
dent outward current activated 
by  depolarizing  steps  from 
-90  mV  to  the  same  poten- 
tials as in A. C shows the A cur- 
rent  in  isolation  obtained  by 
subtracting  the  IK  current 
from the total outward current 
for each step made to the same 
potential  as  described  in  the 
Methods.  The  solid  lines 
superimposed on the data rep- 
resent curves drawn as the sum 
of  two  exponentials  whose 
time  constants  are:  -40  mV, 
38  ms  (0.82)  and  323  ms 
(0.18);  -20  mV,  24 ms (0.75) 
and  339  ins  (0.25);  0  mV,  19 
ms  (0.51)  and  348  ms  (0.49); 
20 mV,  18 ms (0.21) and 330 
ms (0.79). In this figure and in 
subsequent  figures  time  con- 
stants are given with  the nor- 
malized  initial  amplitude  in 
brackets. 
ward current when the membrane was held at hyperpolarized potentials. To deter- 
mine  this  additional current  in  isolation of IK,  IK was  subtracted  from  the  total 
current  evoked at  -90  mV  for steps made  to the  same potential; this difference, 
which we define as the A  current,  represents the current that is inactivated at  -40 
mV holding potential but not at  -90  mV. A  currents have kinetics that are distinct 
from IK in that they activate more rapidly than IK and then inactivate. An example 
is shown in Fig.  1. 
As shown in Fig.  1, the peak A  current increases with membrane depolarization. 886  THE  JOURNAL OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME  94 . 1989 
The magnitude of the A  current, however, varied widely from neuron to neuron, 
even within the same culture; the range varied between 315 pA to 1,285 pA at +50 
mV, with a mean of 738  +  142 (mean +_ SD). Fig. 2  shows the relationship between 
peak A current and membrane potential for six neurons. For each neuron, the cur- 
rents at different potentials are expressed as a  percentage of the  peak current at 
+ 50  mV to  facilitate the comparison among neurons. The A  current activates at 
-50  mV and appears to saturate at large depolarizations (+40  to  +50  mV). The 
conductance change corresponding to the peak current was determined by dividing 
the  peak current by the  driving force  (Vm -- Ek);  the  resulting conductance-mem- 
brane potential relationship was sigmoidal with a maximum between + 20 and + 30 
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FIGURE 2.  Voltage dependence and kinetics of the A  current. The squares represent the 
peak A current evoked by steps from -90 mV to a series of potentials between -50 and + 50 
mV and are expressed as a fraction of the peak A current at + 50 mV for each neuron. The 
data are the mean of six neurons _+ SEM and the points were fit by a line drawn by eye. The 
line through the circles represents the steady-state inactivation  curve, h~, and was determined 
by measuring the peak current evoked by depolarizing steps from different holding poten- 
tials; the peak A current evoked from each holding potential is expressed as a fraction of the 
maximum peak A current. The data are the mean of six neurons _+ SD, and the solid line was 
drawn according to Eq.  1 (see text). The triangles show the time constants for the develop- 
ment and removal of inactivation,  which were determined according to protocols described in 
the text. The bell-shaped curve (dashed line) was a fit drawn by eye. 
mV and was well fit by the Boltzman distribution (Eq.  1) with V' =  -10  mV and k = 
8, which suggests that three gating particles are involved in activation. 
1 
C/Cm~  O) 
where k = KT/ze, z is the valency of the gating charge, e is the elementary charge, K 
is  the  Boltzman constant,  T  is  the absolute temperature, and  V' is the voltage at 
half-maximal conductance. COOPER AND SHRIER  A Currents on Nodose Neurons  887 
The relationship between the extent of inactivation and membrane potential was 
determined by making depolarizing voltage steps to + 20 mV from different holding 
potentials and expressing the peak A current evoked at each holding potential (after 
subtracting the IK current evoked when holding at  -40  mV and stepping to  + 20 
mV) as a fraction of the maximum peak A current. An example from six neurons is 
shown in Fig. 2. This curve shows that inactivation is fully removed at  -90  mV; the 
relationship is well fit by the Boltzman distribution  (see Eq.  1), with  V' =  -68  mV 
and k  =  -8  as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2. 
In five other neurons, in which complete steady-state inactivation curves were not 
made, we observed that a small fraction (~5%) of the A current still persisted at -40 
mV but was totally inactivated at -20  mV; we presume that this shift in steady-state 
inactivation  was  due  to  the  high  level  of divalent  cations  that  we  used  to  block 
inward currents (Mayer and Sugiyama, 1988). 
Both the development and the removal of inactivation take time. The kinetics for 
these processes were measured with a two-step protocol: for the time course of the 
development of inactivation, the membrane potential was held at -  90 mV and first 
stepped to an intermediate  potential  (either  -50  or  -25  mV) for different dura- 
tions  and  then  stepped up  to  0  mV;  the  peak current  at  0  mV is expressed as a 
function of the time at the intermediate potential. The time course for removal of 
inactivation was determined by a  similar protocol: the membrane was held at  -40 
mV and first hyperpolarized to either  -70,  -90,  or  -110  mV for different dura- 
tions  and  then  stepped up  to  0  mV; the  peak current  at  0  mV is expressed as a 
function of the duration of the hyperpolarization. The time constant for the devel- 
opment and removal of inactivation as a function of the membrane potential of the 
first step is superimposed on the peak activation and steady state inactivation curves 
shown  in  Fig.  2;  the  function  is  bell  shaped  with  a  peak at  approximately  -70 
mV. 
Decay of the A  Current 
The decay of the A current shown in Fig.  1 had complex kinetics. This observation 
was true for the majority of neurons (16 of 24) and the A  current inactivation was 
usually fit by the sum of two or,  in some neurons,  three exponentials whose time 
constants differed by an order of magnitude (see Fig. 3 B and Fig. 4 A); the relative 
contribution of each component, however, varied widely from neuron to neuron as 
shown in  Fig.  3.  In the extreme, we observed neurons  (2  of 24) whose A  current 
decayed with a single exponential time course (r =  10-40 ms), as shown in Fig. 3 A. 
And, in other neurons (4 of 24) the A current lacked a rapidly decaying component 
and was fit by the sum of two exponentials (r =  150-350 ms and r  =  1-3 s) as shown 
in Fig. 3 C. Fig. 3 D  shows an example of a cell without an A current. 
The experiment illustrated in Fig. 4  shows that slower components of the A cur- 
rent deactivate rapidly when returning the membrane potential to  -40  mV, but it 
can still make a significant contribution to the total outward current for several sec- 
onds  upon  subsequent  depolarization.  In  this way the  slow  component of the A 
current may be mistaken as a delayed rectifier current. For example, Fig. 4 A shows 
membrane currents evoked by depolarizing steps from  -40  mV holding potential 
and  -90  rnV holding potential and illustrates that delayed rectifier has little inacti- 888  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME  94 ￿9 1989 
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FIGURE  3.  Representative  A  B 
200  pal  currents.  This  figure  shows  A 
s  currents  from  four  different 
neurons A, B, C, and D. A  pair 
of  A  currents  are  shown  for 
each neuron, one evoked by a 
1O0pAl  step  to  -20  mV  (lower) and 
D  10  ms  the other by a step to  +20 mV 
(upper). The A  currents in this 
-  figure  were  isolated  by  sub- 
tracting the current evoked by 
steps  from  -40  mV from  the 
total  current  evoked  by  steps 
to  the  same  potential  from 
-90  mV (see  Methods).  C2 shows an additional record of the step to  + 20  mV on a  much 
slower  time  scale  for  the  neurons shown in  C~.  The  solid lines superimposed  on  the  data 
represent exponential fits of the data whose time constants are A: -20  mV, 46 ms;  +20 mV, 
28 ms; B:  -20  mV, 57 ms (0.60) and 1,039 ms (0.40);  +20  mV, 22 ms (0.59) and 1,071  ms 
(0.41).  C2:+20  mV, 3,020 ms. 
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FIGURE  4.  Persistent  A  cur- 
rent due to stow inactivation. A 
shows IK evoked by a  10-s step 
from  -40  to  +10  mV  (top), 
the  total  current  evoked  by  a 
step  from  -90  to  +10  mV 
(middle),  and  the  A  current 
obtained by subtracting the IK 
from the total current (bottom). 
The  solid  line  superimposed 
on the data represents a  curve 
drawn  as  the  sum  of  three 
exponentials  whose  time  con- 
stants are 22 ms (0.40), 273 ms 
(0.15),  and 3,010  ms (0.45).  B 
shows  the  total  current  when 
the  membrane  is  hyperpolar- 
ized from  -40  to  -90  mV for 
500  ms  and  then  stepped  to 
+10  mV for 400 ms. This pro- 
tocol was repeated three times 
and  on  the  fourth  step  the 
membrane  was  stepped  from 
-90  mV back to  -40  mV for 
130  ms  before  stepping  to 
+ 10  mV.  The  rapid  and slow 
components  were  present  on 
the first  three steps,  but the rapid component is absent from  the  fourth step.  Subsequent 
steps from  -40  to  + 10 mV revealed the slow component which progressively declines as it 
inactivates. The dashed line represents the level of outward current remaining (IK) after the 
slow component of the A  current inactivates. COOPER AND SHRIER  A  Currents  on Nodose Neurons  889 
vation over 10 s, whereas the A current inactivates. Fig. 4 B shows that prepulses to 
-40  mV can  inactivate  the  rapid  component  and  subsequent  depolarizing  steps 
from -40  mV reveals the inactivation of the slow component. 
This figure also illustrates that the technique used to isolate A currents can some- 
times erroneously subtract the slow components leaving only the rapidly inactivating 
components. For example, if the fourth step in Fig. 4 B is mistakenly considered as 
only giving rise to delayed rectifier currents and is subtracted from the third step in 
Fig.  4 B to isolate the A  current,  then only the rapidly decaying component would 
be revealed and the slow component, which is evident in Fig. 4, A and B, would be 
missed. A lack of clear separation between delayed rectifier currents and A currents 
may, in part, lead to some of the variability that exists in the literature for the kinet- 
ics of A current inactivation. 
Single A  Channels 
From the macroscopic currents, it is evident that the time course of the A current 
inactivation  is complex and contains  fast components  that decay in a  few tens of 
milliseconds, a moderate component that decays in a few hundreds of milliseconds, 
and  a  slow component that decays in  the  order of seconds.  The variability in the 
inactivation  time course of the A  current  between neurons appears to reflect the 
different contributions of each component to the total outward current. 
To further understand the inactivation of the A current, we have isolated, in cell- 
attached patches, the single channels that underlie the A current in these neurons. 
A  channels  were identified  by four criteria:  (a)  the  current  through  the channels 
were carried by potassium, (b) the channels activated rapidly upon membrane depo- 
larization to + 20 or + 30 mV, their appearance was transient and the channels inac- 
tivated, (c) the channels were inactivated by steady holding at membrane potentials 
more positive than  -40  mV and required membrane hyperpolarization to remove 
the inactivation, and (d)  ensemble averages of records containing A  channels were 
similar to macroscopic currents. 
Approximately 60% (71  of 113)  of cell-attached  patches from the neurons'  cell 
body had A channels, and most patches contained three or more A channels.  Some 
patches contained  other  single-channel  currents  that differed from A  channels  in 
their conductance and in that they did not inactivate. These channels were not stud- 
ied further and patches containing these channels were not included in the analy- 
sis. 
Fig. 5 A shows examples of single A channels recorded from a cell-attached patch. 
A channels open rapidly when the membrane is depolarized to + 20 inV. When acti- 
vated, the channels usually open once or twice before undergoing inactivation and 
require  membrane  hyperpolarization  to  remove  the  inactivation.  The  reversal 
potential for the channels was measured in four different extracellular K concentra- 
tions (5.4,  30,  60, and 140 mM), and as shown in Fig. 5 B, it shifted -60 mV for a 
10-fold change in K concentration in the electrode. This is consistent with K being 
the main charge carrier for this channel (Taylor, 1987). With 5.4 mM K in the elec- 
trode, the single-channel currents did not reverse, and therefore the reversal poten- 
tial (-85  mV) was estimated by extrapolation. 
The single-channel conductance when recorded with 5.4 mM K in the electrode 890  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9 VOLUME  94  ￿9  1989 
was 22 pS, but increased to 40 pS when the electrode contained 140 mM as shown 
in Fig. 5 C. The relationship between single-channel conductance and K concentra- 
tion was not linear, but appeared to follow a  square root relationship. In addition, 
in some records, such as those indicated by the arrows in Figs. 7 and 11, the channel 
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FIGURE 5.  Single A channels. A shows five consecutive records of single A channels evoked 
by voltage steps from -90 to  +20 mV. The recording electrode contained 140 mM K and 
the records were filtered at 1.25 kHz and sample at 2.5 kHz. B shows the reversal potential 
(extrapolated for 5.4 mM K) for four different K concentrations. Each point is the mean of at 
least five different patches and the error bars represent the SEM  (for 5.4 mM K n = 9 and 
140 mM K n = 8). The points were joined by a line with a slope of 60 mV/decade. C shows 
the  effects  of external K on the  single-channel conductance. The conductance is  plotted 
against the square root of the external K concentration and each point shows  the mean and 
SEM (the n values are the same as in B). A straight line drawn by eye joins the points. 
opened or closed to a  subconductance state; however,  the frequency of observing 
the substate in any given patch was low. 
Fig.  6  shows  the  ensemble average of channels in another patch  activated by a 
series of 50-60 consecutive steps, each series to a different voltage level, -30,  -  10, 
+  10, and  +30  inV. As can be seen in Fig.  6,  these ensemble averages have clear COOPER AND SHR1ER  A Currents on Nodose Neurons  891 
properties  of voltage-dependent  activation  and  inactivation.  As  the  step  is  made 
more depolarized the rising phase of the ensemble average becomes faster, the peak 
current becomes more apparent, the time to peak occurs sooner, the initial decay of 
the current becomes faster, and there is an apparent steady current at the end of 
the  step,  which  reflects  that  A  channels  inactivate  in  slower  modes  (as  will  be 
described in more detail below). The decays of these ensemble averages were fit by 
the sum of three exponentials (see Fig. 6). All these properties are similar to macro- 
scopic A  currents. 
Open Channel Probability 
Most patches in this study contained three or more channels and, as such, compli- 
cated measurements of closed times and the probability of reopening for an individ- 
+30 
-90  I 
-30 
i  ...................................  -10 
+I0 
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i  .................................. 
FIGURE 6.  Activation.  The 
membrane  patch,  recorded in 
cell-attached  mode  and  con- 
taining six to seven A channels, 
was repeatedly stepped to four 
different potentials,  -30  mV, 
-10  mV,  +10  mV,  and  +30 
mV, all from a holding poten- 
tial  of  -90  mV.  For  each 
potential, 50  to 60 steps were 
delivered  at  a  rate  of  0.5/s. 
The records in this figure rep- 
resent  the  ensemble  average 
for each potential; the dotted 
line  indicates  zero  current. 
The  solid  line  superimposed 
on  the  data  represents  expo- 
nential  fits of the  data whose 
time  constants  are:  -30  mV, 
33  ms  (0.58)  and  310  ms 
(0.42);  -10  mV, 33 ms (0.55), 
130 ms (0.15) and 250 ms (0.30);  +10 mV, 16 ms (0.51),  105 ms (0.30), and 985 ms (0.19); 
+30  mV,  12 ms (0.47),  106  ms (0.27), and 2,409  ms (0.26). The recording electrode con- 
tained the same media as the extracellular solution. For each average the records were fil- 
tered at 1.5 kHz and sampled at 3 kHz. 
ual channel (reviewed by Aldrich and Yellen, 1983).  In a  few experiments, however, 
a  patch contained only one channel. These patches were analyzed further to learn 
more about properties that affect the inactivation of these channels.  Records from 
the  most  complete patch  are  shown  in  Fig.  7.  In  this  experiment,  the  patch  was 
depolarized to two  levels to learn about the voltage dependence of the latency to 
first opening,  the open times, the closed times, and the number of reopenings per 
step. Fig. 7  shows a  series of consecutive traces in response to voltage steps to  + 30 
mV (left) and to -30  mV (right). The ensemble averages are also shown below each 892  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME  94 ￿9 1989 
series in Fig. 7. Of the 282 voltage steps to + 30 mV only 8% failed to evoke channel 
openings, and of the remaining 92%, not one step had two or more channels open 
simultaneously. These data strongly suggest that this patch contained only one chan- 
nel. However, as many steps had more than one opening separated in time, the data 
were further tested for the number of channels in the patch with the binomial dis- 
tribution (on the assumption that A  channels make up a  homogeneous population 
+30 
-  ~o-~  _9o_-~ o 
,,,d~-~.~-'~,~.~~-ff~:~~:  =- +~--,z-f--:~*, 
40  ms ~-z-_-~a•  ~  "-_a_ 
0.5  pA I 
FIGUi~  7.  Patch containing a  single A channel. This figure shows  10 consecutive current 
traces in response to voltage steps to  +30 mV (tej2) and to  -30  mV (right). The  holding 
potential was  -90 mV and the recording electrode contained 140 mM K i.e., EK =  0 mV, 
and, as a result, the single-channel  currents open upwards (outwards) at +30 mV and down- 
wards (inwards)  at -30 mV. The arrow indicates suhstates. Below each series is the ensemble 
average of 282 steps to  +30 mV and 198 steps to  -30 mV. The dotted line represents the 
zero current level.  The solid line through the ensemble average of steps to  + 30 mV was 
drawn from a single exponential with a time constant of 153 ms. The records were filtered at 
1.5 kHz and sampled at 5 kHz. 
and  that  two  or  more  A  channels would  gate  independently) (Patlak  and  Horn, 
1982; Standen et al.,  1985): 
N! 
px(t)  x! (N-  x)! P(t)Xq(t)("-x)  (2) 
where px(t) is the probability that x channels are open simultaneously as a  function COOPER AND SHRIER  A  Currents on Nodose Neurons  893 
of time, N  is the number of channels  in the patch, p(t)  is the probability that any 
given channel will be open as a function of time, and q(t)  =  1  -  p(t). 
The time course ofp(t) is given by the ensemble average, but one needs to know N 
to determine its magnitude. By assuming different values of N and solving Eq. 2 for 
px(t),  the only model that was consistent with our data was a  patch that contained 
one channel.  Values of N  >  1 predict that given the number of repeated steps to 
+30 mV we should have detected two or more channels open simultaneously on a 
number of steps, especially near the beginning of each step where the probability 
for opening is highest. 
The peak of the ensemble average gives the maximum probability that the chan- 
nel will be open, which for the patch shown in Fig.  7 is 0.7 and occurs <5 ms after 
the step to + 30 mV (a potential close to the maximum for A current activation). In 
other patches the maximum probability varied from 0.6 to 0.7. 
First  Latency 
Cumulative histograms of first latency for the patch shown in  Fig.  7  are shown in 
Fig. 8 and demonstrate that the channel opens faster upon greater depolarizations. 
1OO 
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FIGURE 8.  First  latencies.  This  figure 
shows  the  cumulative  histograms  of first 
latencies  for the  channel  shown in  Fig.  7 
when  the  patch  was  depolarized  to  +30 
mV,  +15  mV,  and  -30  mV.  The  first 
latency was  measured from the beginning 
of the voltage step to the opening of the 
channel.  The  number  of  latencies  mea- 
sured at each potential was  282  for  +30 
mV,  73  for  +15  mV,  and  198  for  -30 
mV. 
In 82% of the steps to + 30 mV the channel opened within 2 ms and in 97% the first 
latencies  occurred  within  5  ms  (not  counting  the  8%  in  which  channels  did  not 
open).  For steps to  -30  mV, however, activation was much slower;  the latency at 
50% of the plateau value was  11.5  ms. Also shown in  Fig.  8  are the latencies  for 
steps to  + 15 mV which were not quite as brief as latencies for the  + 30-mV step. 
These values of first latencies are similar to Kw channels on PC12 cells (Hoshi and 
Aldrich,  1988b), which also open rapidly and whose first latencies are steeply voltage 
dependent. 
The asymptote of the first latency distribution  at  -30  mV reached a  plateau at 
75%, suggesting that the channel may go directly from the closed, or resting, state to 
the inactivated state without opening (Aldrich et al., 1983); this point was confirmed 
with a  two-step protocol on other patches (see below). 894  THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY. VOLUME 94 ￿9 1989 
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FIGURE 9.  Open times. A shows histograms of open times for the channel shown in Fig. 7 at 
two different potentials,  +30 mV (left)  and  -30  mV (r/ght). The solid line represents  single 
exponential curves with time constants equal to 42 ms for +30 mV and 19 ms for -30  mV. 
Neither histogram differs significantly (Lilliefors test, 5% level) from the superimposed single 
exponential. B shows the histogram of open times for only those events at +30 mV in A that 
opened at times >30 ms after the depolarizing step. There were 93 such openings and most 
of these  represent  reopenings  of the channel.  This histogram  is  not  significantly different 
(Lilliefors test, 5% level) from a single exponential with a time constant of 38 ms (solid curve in 
B), and is also not significantly different (Smirnov test,  5% level) from the histogram of the 
total population shown in A. C shows histograms of open times at  -30  mV after the patch 
had first been depolarized to  + 30 mY for 50 ms. The histogram on the left in C shows open 
times  for the  total  population  (n =  161),  and  the histogram  on  the right  in C  shows open 
times for only those events that were open at the time the membrane was stepped back from 
+ 30 to -30  mV (n =  53). Neither histogram is significantly different (Lilliefors test, 5% level) 
from a single exponential with a time constant of 19 ms, and neither is significantly different 
(Smirnov test, 5% level) from the histogram in A where the membrane was stepped directly to 
-30  inV. COOPER AND SHR1ER  A  Currents on Nodose Neurons  895 
Channel Open Times 
Fig.  9 A  shows  histograms of open  times for the  channel  shown  in  Fig.  7.  Open 
times were measured for steps to  + 30 mV (Fig. 7 A, left) and for steps to  -30  mV 
(Fig.  7 A, right).  Open times are longer at  +30  mV compared with steps to  -30 
mV; the mean open time at +30 mV is 42.3 ms, whereas at  -30  mV it is only 18.6 
ms. Superimposed on the histograms are single exponential curves with time con- 
stants of 42  ms (+30  mV) and  19  ms (-30  mV).  Both histograms are reasonably 
well fit by first-order kinetics and are not significantly different (Lilliefors test,  5% 
level) from the superimposed exponentials, suggesting that the channel has only one 
open state and that the rate constants for leaving the open state are voltage depen- 
dent. This confirms our earlier observations on these channels (Cooper and Shrier, 
1985). 
In addition, we also tested whether the rate constants for leaving the open state 
varied with time, as this could give evidence that other mechanisms were involved in 
controlling  open  times.  For  example,  if some  additional  inactivation  process(es) 
started at the beginning of the voltage step, one might expect that open times of 
events that opened later in the step would be shorter than those events that opened 
at the beginning of the step (see Aldrich and Yellen,  1983).  To test this, we mea- 
sured open times of all events that opened at times greater than 30  ms after the 
beginning of the voltage step to + 30 mV (most of these events were reopenings of 
the  channel,  see  below).  The  histogram  of open  times  for these  later events  are 
shown  in  Fig.  9 B. The mean open time was  37.7  ms and  the histogram was not 
statistically different (Smirnov test, 5% level) from the histogram of the total popu- 
lation shown in Fig. 9 A. These results suggest that the rate constants for leaving the 
open state at  + 30 mV do not change with time. 
Furthermore, we tested if open times were affected by the previous history of the 
membrane potential.  For this experiment, open times were measured at  -30  mV 
after the membrane had been depolarized from -90  to +30 mV for 50 ms (see Fig. 
9 C); these open times were compared with values that were derived when the mem- 
brane was depolarized directly from -90  to -30  mV (see Fig. 9 A). The two histo- 
grams are not significantly different from each other which suggests that open times 
are governed by membrane potential, per se, and not by the method in which the 
membrane potential is attained. In addition, 53 events were still open upon stepping 
down from + 30 to -  30 mV (tails) (see Fig. 9 C) and the open times of these events 
were also not  significantly different  (Smirnov test,  5% level) from the other open 
times  at  -30  mV,  suggesting  that  the  rate  constants  for  leaving  the  open  state 
change almost instantaneously. 
Channel Reopening 
The tendency for the channel to reopen was measured by counting the number of 
openings  on each step to  +30  and  -30  inV.  The results  are expressed as histo- 
grams in  Fig.  10 A  and indicate  the frequency of steps with different numbers of 
openings (steps in which the channel did not open were not included in the histo- 
gram). It is clear that the frequency of reopening shows little voltage dependence 
and is not  significantly greater at  -30  mV compared with those  at  + 30  inV.  In 
some patches, there was very little reopening (see for example Fig.  12, and Cooper 896  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME  94  ￿9  1989 
and  Shrier,  1985),  and  in  other  patches,  the  number  of  reopenings was  much 
greater  (Figs.  16  and  17, below). This suggests that possibly other factors govern 
channel reopening. 
Closed  Times 
The closed times between successive openings are shown as histograms in Fig. 10 B. 
From this figure, it is clear that there are two components to the closed times; these 
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FIGURE 10.  Reopenings and closed-time intervals. A  shows  histograms of the  number of 
openings per step at  + 30 mV (left) and -30 mV (right)  for the channel shown in Fig.  7. As 
this patch contained only one channel, all bins except the first represent reopenings of the 
channel. B shows histograms of closed-time intervals at +30 mV (left) and at -30 mV (right) 
for reopenings shown in Fig.  7. The solid lines represent curves drawn as the sum of two 
exponentials whose time constants are 3.5 and 75 ms. There were 117 intervals measured at 
+30 mV and 174 intervals measured at -30 inV. 
histograms were fit by the sum of two exponentials, one whose  time constant was 
3.5 ms and the other whose time constant was 75 ms. This suggests that the channel 
closes to one of two states from which it could reopen before closing to an inacti- 
vated state from which no reopening would occur. While the time constants do not 
appear to show much voltage dependence, the probability of closing to one of these COOPER AND SHRIER  A Currents on Nodose Neurons  897 
two states does depend on voltage. At +30 mV, the proportion of events closing to 
the state with the fast time constant was 44%, whereas at  -30  mV the proportion 
was 6.5%. 
From  the experiments shown in Figs.  7-10,  we conclude  that activation of the 
channel  is fast and voltage-dependent,  that  the  channel  has only one  open  state 
whose closing rates are voltage dependent,  that the channel has at least two closed 
states apart from an inactivated state, and that the channel reopening is not strongly 
voltage dependent.  In addition, the channel can pass directly from the resting state 
to the inactivated state without going through the open state, and the probability for 
channels inactivating in this way is greater at lower depolarizations. 
Activation Near Threshold 
From Fig.  8  it is clear that activation is fast and steeply voltage dependent. There- 
fore, we measured activation at low depolarizations,  near the threshold for activa- 
tion of the A current; our macroscopic experiments and most reports on A currents 
in the literature indicate this to be at --  50 mV. Fig.  11  shows the results from a 
patch containing five to six channels in which voltage steps were made to different 
voltages. Channels  were rarely observed for steps to  -60  mV (not shown)  as this 
potential is presumably below the threshold  for channel  activation.  However, fur- 
ther depolarization by 8 mV to  -52  mV increased the number of openings. At this 
potential, the channels appeared brief in duration and opened with relatively long 
latencies. As the patch was depolarized a further 8 mV to  -44  mV, the probability 
for opening increased;  in addition,  the  channels  stayed open longer (see Fig.  11) 
and opened with a  shorter latency. As the patch was depolarized to  -36  mV (see 
Fig.  11),  the  main  effect was  a  further  increase  in  the  probability of opening,  a 
decrease in channel latency, and an increase in channel open time. 
Steady-State Inactivation 
A  test that we routinely performed to identify A  channels was one for steady-state 
inactivation because, as mentioned above, a distinguishing feature of A channels is 
that they are almost completely inactivated by steady holding near the resting poten- 
tial and require hyperpolarization to remove the inactivation. An example of this is 
shown in Fig.  12, where a membrane patch containing three A channels was held at 
three  different  potentials.  At  -90  mV  holding  potential,  where  inactivation  is 
mostly removed, one to two channels opened on almost every step, whereas for the 
same patch held at  -65  mV only a few steps opened channels. The ensemble aver- 
ages for the three different holding potentials are shown in Fig.  12 A, and the rela- 
tionship between the  peak of the ensemble average and the holding potential are 
consistent with that found for macroscopic A  currents shown in  Fig.  2. The main 
effect of removal of inactivation at the single-channel level in these experiments was 
to  increase  the  probability that A  channels  open upon membrane depolarization; 
the extent of inactivation had no apparent effect on the latency for the channe! to 
open, or on the channel open time. Fig.  12 B shows measurements of channel open 
time evoked from the three different holding potentials and demonstrates that the 
mean open times are not different from each other and are similar to the decay of 
the ensemble average in this patch. 898  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME  94  -  1989 
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FIGURE  ]  ].  Threshold  for activation and open times. This figure shows three sets of eight 
consecutive current traces in response to voltage steps from -90  to  -52  mV (top),  -44  mV 
(middle), and  -  36 mV (bottom). On the right of each set are histogramg of the open times at 
the three potentials (n =  114 at -52  mV, n  =  216 at -44  mV, and n  =  238 at  -36  mV). The 
solid lines represent single exponential curves with time constants  equal to  11  ms for  -52 
mV, 17 ms for -44  mV, and 25 ms for -36  inV. Twelve percent of steps to -52  mV had no 
openings.  The recording electrode contained  140  mM K and the channels open downwards 
(inward) as EK =  0 mV. The currents were filtered at  1.25 kHz and sampled at 2.5 kHz. The 
arrows indicate substates. 
Closed State to Inactivated State without Opening 
The cumulative histogram  of first latencies at  -30  mV, shown in Fig.  8,  reaches an 
asymptote at ~75%,  suggesting that in 25% of the steps to this potential the channel 
goes from  the closed to the inactivated state without opening  (Aldrich et al.,  1983). 
We tested  this possibility directly in other patches  by using a  two-step  protocol.  An COOPER AND SHRIER  A  Currents on Nodose Neurons  899 
example is shown in Fig.  13.  In this experiment,  51  out of 125 of the first steps to 
-30  mV failed to activate channels; for these 51 steps, only four of the second steps 
activated channels  (Fig.  13 B); if step  1 did not trigger an inactivation process then 
36 of the second steps to +30 mV (or 70%) should have activated channels. These 
results indicate that the channels went direcdy from the resting state into an inacti- 
vated state at  -30  mV without previously opening. 
Deactiv~ion 
At the macroscopic level, we showed that steps to -40  mV for 130 ms inactivate the 
rapidly decaying component of the A  current but does not affect the slower compo- 
nents  which  open  when  the  membrane  is  further  depolarized  to  + 10  mV  and 
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FIGURE 12.  Removal of inactivation. This figure shows the effect of holding potential  on 
the removal of inactivation of the channel. The membrane patch was held at three potentials 
-90 mV, -75 mV, and -65 mV and stepped to +30 inV. A shows the ensemble averages of 
the current for 90-100 steps at each holding potential. The solid line through the data for 
the step from -90 mV represents a curve drawn as a single exponential with a time constant 
of 21.3 ms. (B) The dotted curve shows the cumulative histograms for open times for each 
holding potential. The continuous line is an exponential fit [1 -  exp (-t/19)]. The records in 
A and B were filtered at 1.5 kHz and sampled at 5 kHz. 
requires  seconds for inactivation (see Fig. 4). Once activated the slower component 
deactivates  at  -40  inV.  Fig.  14  demonstrates  deactivation  at  the  single-channel 
level.  When this patch was depolarized to +30 mV for 30 ms and then repolarized 
to  -40  mV for 200 ms the channels closed; the few openings present at the begin- 
ning of the step to -40  mV in Fig.  14 C represent tail currents.  Subsequent depo- 
larization to + 30 mV resulted in channels reopening, indicating that during the 200 
ms at  -40  mV some channels were deactivated and not inactivated.  Results  similar 
to these were obtained on six other patches. 
In 10 other experiments,  the rate of deactivation was examined at  -90  mV and 
found to be very fast. An example is shown in Fig.  15. In this experiment,  the chan- 
nels shut off instantaneously when repolarized to -  90 mV. The lack of openings at 900  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9 VOLUME  94 ￿9 1989 
-90  mV is presumably because  this potential  is well below the activation range for 
the channel  (see Fig.  11). 
Reversibility of Inactivation  Modes 
In some patches, we observed channels that would activate once and then inactivate, 
and in other patches we observed channels  that required  several seconds  to close to 
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FIGURE  13.  Closed  to  inactivate.  A 
shows five consecutive current traces 
in  response  to  voltage  steps  from 
-80  to +30 mV. B is the same patch 
as in A and shows five current traces 
in  response  to  voltage  steps  from 
-80  to  -30  mV  for  500  ms  and 
then  to  +30  mV.  These  records 
show that  the channel  can inactivate 
without  opening first  (see  text).  C  is 
the  same  patch  as  in  A  and  B,  and 
shows five current traces in response 
to  the  same protocol as  in B.  These 
records  show that  when  the channel 
opens  at  -30  mV  it  can  be  clearly 
detected.  The  recording  electrode 
contained 5.4 mM K and the voltage 
steps were delivered every 2.5 s. The 
currents  were  filtered at  1  kHz  and 
sampled at 2  kHz. COOPER AND SHRIER  A  Currents on Nodose  Neurons  901 
the inactivated state. In a  few patches (n =  4), however, we observed that the chan- 
nel apparently went from one inactivation mode to another reversibly. An example 
from one such patch is shown in Fig. 16. This patch contains two channels; we made 
repeated  steps  to  +30  mV  and  we  estimated  that  the  probability that  a  channel 
opened was ~0.6. For most steps the channel would activate with a short latency and 
close  to  an  inactivated state with  few  reopenings;  however,  interspersed between 
these steps was a series in which a channel would open and close repeatedly (see Fig. 
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FIGURE 14.  Deactivated  state.  A  shows 
five consecutive current traces in response 
to voltage steps from  -90  to  +30  mV. B 
shows five consecutive current traces from 
the same patch in response to voltage steps 
from -40 to +30 inV. C shows five consec- 
utive current traces in response to voltage 
steps  from  -90  to  +30  mV  for  30  ms, 
then back to -40 mV for 200 ms and back 
up to +30 mV for 400 ms. The currents at 
+ 30 mV are upward (outward) while those 
at -40 mV are downward (inward); (EK = 0 
mV for this patch and the recording elec- 
trode contained  140  mM  K).  The  portion 
between  the  arrows  in  A  represent  the 
period corresponding to  the step back  to 
-40  mV in C. The records were filtered at 
1.5 kHz and sampled at 3 kHz. 
16). This burst of activity would continue for 3-10 steps and then the activity would 
subside, and for the subsequent several steps the channel opened and closed to an 
inactivated state without  reopening as in the steps before  the burst of activity. At 
some  time  later,  there  was  another  burst  of activity that  lasted for another  3-10 
steps and then subsided. 
These  data suggest that  the channel  could go reversibly into a  slow inactivation 902  THE  JOURNAL OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY. VOLUME  94.  1989 
mode. However, with repeated steps, it was difficult to determine how long it took 
before the channel inactivated because after each step the potential was returned to 
-90  mV, which would remove any inactivation that might have occurred.  There- 
fore, to determine the time for inactivation when the chamael was in this mode we 
left  the  step  depolarized at  +30  mV  until the  channel fully inactivated.  Fig.  16 
(right) shows a  continuous record of the current when the voltage step was left on 
for  11  s.  As  can  be  seen  in  this  example,  the  channel shuttled  back  and  forth 
between open and closed states for 8.3 s before inactivating. 
+30 
-  9 0----] 
B 
+30 
-90  ,.U'~ 
\ 
5 pA L 
40  ms 
FIGURE 15.  Closed  at  hyperpolar- 
ized voltages.  This figure shows two 
sets  of  eight  consecutive  current 
traces  from  the  same  patch  in 
response to voltage steps from  -90 
to +30 mV. In A the voltage step was 
on for 800 ms and in B the step was 
on for 80  ms. The dotted line in A 
occurs at 80 ms for comparison with 
B and shows  that most records have 
channels open after that time.  In B 
the  rapid  events  may  represent 
attempts  at  channel  opening  and 
deflect  downwards  because  EK  =  0 
mV for this patch. The records have 
not been corrected for capacity tran- 
sients or leakage and were filtered at 
1 kHz and sampled at 2 kHz. 
Slow Inactivation 
As shown above, the inactivation time course of the macroscopic A  current is com- 
plex and can contain a very slow component that requires seconds for inactivation. 
To  test whether this slow component could result from the  same single channels 
that we described above, we applied long 10-12-s depolarizing pulses to membrane "
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DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we provide evidence that the A  currents in nodose neurons are made 
up of a single class of channels that have complex kinetics. At the macroscopic level, 
we show that the decline of the A  currents can he fit by the sum of three exponen- 
tials  that  are  the  result  of A  channels  inactivating in  three  different modes.  The 
+30 
-4o J 
J 
,,j•, 
-2 
._t 
+30 
-90 J 
~.-_..m~ 
, 
J  I  L 
i  L 
~'r"WI/tl~'-  rl  ~lu"~  ~llw  ~v~g~l~'~a~t~'~ 
I 
L  , 
5  pAL__ 
0.5  s 
~~  1  pA I 
FIGURE 17.  A channels in response to long steps. A shows two sets of 10 consecutive cur- 
rent traces in response to 10-s voltage steps to +30 mV from holding potentials of -40 mV 
(upper set) and -90 mV (lower set) recorded in 5.4 mM K. B shows the ensemble average of 43 
voltage steps from -90 to +30 inV. The records were filtered at 0.1  kHz and sampled at 0.9 
kHz. COOPER AND SHRIER  A  Currents on Nodose Neurons  905 
more rapidly inactivating components of the A current are similar to A currents first 
described  in  molluscan  neurons  (Connor  and  Stevens,  1971;  Neher,  1971;  and 
reviewed by Adams et al.,  1980) and recently shown to be present in several mam- 
malian neurons  (for example, Kostyuk et al.,  1981;  Gustafsson et al.,  1982;  Segal 
and Barker,  1984; Belluzi et al.,  1985; Bossu et al.,  1985; Zbicz and Weight,  1985), 
and in several nonneuronal  cells including rat lactotrophs of the anterior pituitary 
(Lingle et al., 1986), crista terminalis of rabbit heart (Giles and van Ginnekan, 1985) 
and newt thrombocytes (Kawa, 1987). 
In addition, we have identified a slow component of the A current from ensemble 
averages of patches containing  A  channels  and from macroscopic whole-cell cur- 
rents.  Records from several other studies show evidence of a slow component sug- 
gesting that it may be a general feature of A currents (Segal and Barker,  1984; Lin- 
gle et al.,  1986;  Numann et al.,  1987;  Mayer and Sugiyama,  1988).  At the macro- 
scopic level this slowly inactivating part of the A current conceivably could be inter- 
preted as a component of other K currents.  For example, the delayed rectifier cur- 
rent  on  frog skeletal  muscle  (Adrian  et  al.,  1970)  and  on  hippocampal  neurons 
(Segal  and Barker,  1984)  have been shown  to undergo  inactivation over seconds. 
However, in our experiments, we found that IK does not inactivate. In neurons that 
did not express A  currents, we could show that holding at hyperpolarized voltages 
did not remove any inactivation of the delayed rectifier and that currents evoked by 
depolarizing  steps  from  -40  mV were  not  different  from currents  evoked when 
holding at -90  mV. From our single-channel measurements, we show that A chan- 
nels activate rapidly upon depolarization to  + 20 or + 30 mV. The peak probability 
that the channel opens is ~0.6--0.7 at +30 mV and is reached within 5 ms at 22~ 
and the latencies for first opening are steeply voltage dependent.  A  channels have 
only one open state and the  rate constants  for leaving the open state are voltage 
dependent. 
In this paper we showed that inactivation of A channels occur in three main ways. 
Some A  channels close directly to the inactivated state with little reopening;  these 
channels underlie the rapid decay of the macroscopic current  (Cooper and Shrier, 
1985). Other A channels open and close to one of two closed, or deactivated, states 
a  few times before they inactivate. One closed state has a  rapid (3.5  ms) time con- 
stant,  the  other  closed  state has  a  time constant  (75  ms) more  than  an  order  of 
magnitude  greater,  and  the  probability of closing  to one of these  two states was 
voltage dependent:  the channel  entered  the rapid closed state more frequently at 
+ 30 mV compared with  -30  mV. Ensemble averages of A channels that inactivate 
in this way had time constants of 100-350 ms. In addition, we observed A channels 
that  inactivated  in  a  slow  mode in  which  the  channel  opened  and  closed  several 
hundred times and required seconds for inactivation. 
The A channels on nodose neurons have an open-channel conductance of 22 pS 
when recorded in cell-attached configurations and exposed to 5.4 external mM K, 
and  measured  40  pS  when  exposed  to  140  mM  external  K;  and,  as  shown  for 
inward-rectifying K channels (Hagiwara and Takahashi, 1974; Ohmori,  1978; Fuku- 
shima, 1982; Sakmann and Trube, 1984), the conductance of A channels varies with 
the square root of the external K concentration.  In addition, we observed that the 906  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY ￿9 VOLUME  94  ￿9  1989 
channel could exist in a lower conducting state, although the frequency of observing 
this substate was low and the time spent in the substate was brief. 
A channels on rat nodose neurons are similar to those on rat DRG neurons (Kasai 
et al.,  1986), both in their conductance and the time required for inactivation; some 
A channels on rat DRG neurons require seconds for inactivation and may underlie 
the very slow component of the macroscopic A current observed on these neurons 
(Mayer and Sugiyama, 1988). The A channels on nodose neurons also appear simi- 
lar  to  Kw channels  recorded  on rat  pheochromocytoma cells  (PC12)  (Hoshi  and 
Aldrich, 1988b). Kw channels have a conductance (14-18 pS) that is close to that of 
A channels (22 pS); these channels activate rapidly upon depolarization to positive 
potentials and their latencies are very voltage dependent.  The values of first laten- 
cies  for Kw channels  are  similar  to A  channels  on nodose neurons at  the  corre- 
sponding potentials, the time constants for inactivation of Kw channels (40-80 ms) 
are also similar to what we observed for some A channels. In addition, Kw channels 
have only one open state and the rate constant for leaving the open state are voltage 
dependent; however, the closing rates for Kw channels appear faster than do those 
for A  channels.  A  channels also compare with  FK channels on bovine chromaffin 
cells (Marty and Neher,  1985) in that FK channels have a  similar conductance (18 
pS), activate rapidly upon depolarization, and have opening probabilities  of 0.6 at 
+30 mV. 
FK and  Kw channels  differ in  the  time  required  for inactivation.  Kw  channels 
inactivate in -60 ms, as do some FK channels, however, other FK channels require 
much longer times. This difference in the time for inactivation between FK and Kw 
channels may be similar to the difference in the time for inactivation of A channels 
on nodose neurons. 
Analogies have been made between the A current and the fast inward Na current 
at  the  macroscopic level.  And,  in  fact,  recently a  cDNA from Shaker  mutants  of 
Drosophila, thought  to  represent  part  of the  gene  for  the  A  channels,  has  been 
sequenced, and the region believed to be the voltage sensor shows homologies with 
genes for Na channels (Baumann et al., 1987; Papazian et al., 1987; Catteral,  1988). 
Further  similarities  between A  channels and  Na channels come from studies  that 
show that agents such as N-bromoacetamide (NBA) and papain, which slow the inac- 
tivation of Na channels (reviewed by French and Horn,  1983), also slow the inacti- 
vation of A  currents  (Kawa,  1987;  Matheson and Carmeliet,  1988).  At the single- 
channel level,  similarities also exist between the A channels reported here and single 
Na channels. For example, at large depolarizations, Na channels activate rapidly and 
then  inactivate  irreversibly,  each  channel  opening  only  once  before  becoming 
almost completely inactivated (French and Horn, 1983). At lower depolarizations, A 
channels resemble Na channels expressed by GH3 cells and skeletal muscle (Horn 
and Vandenberg,  1984; Vandenberg and  Horn,  1984;  Patlak and Ortiz,  1985)  in 
that the channels open a few times before inactivating. In addition, both A channels 
and  Na  channels  can  enter  kinetic  modes where  inactivation  is  slowed  for many 
hundreds of milliseconds (Kunze et al.,  1985; Patlak and Ortiz,  1985). However, the 
frequency of this occurring is orders of magnitude lower for Na channels  (Patlak 
and Ortiz,  1985). A channels on nodose neurons seem to differ from Na channels 
expressed on neuroblastoma, where at low depolarizations Na channels activate with COOPER AND SHRIER  A Currents on Nodose Neurons  907 
relatively long latencies  and close to an inactivated  state  and the mean open times 
are  relatively insensitive  to membrane  potential  (Aldrich et al.,  1983; Aldrich and 
Stevens,  1987).  However,  we  showed  that  like  Na  channels  on  neuroblastomas 
(Aldrich and Stevens,  1983), A  channels can go directly from the resting, or closed, 
state to the inactivated state without opening, and that the probability that A  chan- 
nels inactivate in this way is greater at less depolarized membrane potentials. 
The reason for the variability in the inactivation between different A  channels is 
unclear.  In some patches, we observed that A  channels could go reversibly from a 
mode where  inactivation  occurred rapidly  to a  mode where  inactivation  required 
seconds, suggesting that perhaps A  channel inactivation is subject to modulation by 
intracellular  factor(s).  For example,  there is evidence that suggests that A  currents 
can be modulated by cAMP (Strong,  1984; Strong and  Kaczrnarek,  1986; but see 
also Coombs and Thompson,  1987; Hoshi et al.,  1988).  In this context, it has been 
shown that resting newt thrornbocytes have A  currents  that inactivate  rapidly, but 
upon activation by plasminogen activator the A current inactivates orders of magni- 
tude slower (Kawa,  1987). An alternative possibility for why the same basic channel 
may gate in a  fast  or a  slow mode is  that  these  channels  represent  different  sub- 
classes of A  channels that are structurally similar in many respects but differ in the 
part of the molecule that controls channel inactivation. In this context, recent work 
on genes from Shaker mutants of Drosophila  suggest that different gene products, 
and by implication A  channels, can be produced from A  channel genes by alterna- 
tive splicing (Kamb et al.,  1987; Pongs et al.,  1988; Schwartz et al.,  1988; Timpe et 
al.,  1988; Buffer et al.,  1989). This could conceivably lead to A  channels that differ 
in their inactivation properties. 
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